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(Note re: William A. White, Mathematics. Mr. White’s candidacy for a degree 
was taken subject to final approval by the Examiners of the examination taken 
at Northwestern University, participated in by Dr. Lennes.)
There being no further business before the faculty.
A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on the call of President Simmons, 
io presided.
The following members were present: .Ames, Armsby, iirnoldson, Arkinson, Badgley, 
.rkley, Bateman, Bennett, Bischoff, Bloom, Briggs, Browman, Campbell, Carey, Caulkins, 
latland, Mrs. Clapp, F. G. Clark, W. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell, Coleman, Cooney, 
.ughters, Deiss, Denson, Diettert, Dugan, Ferguson, Fox, Glenn, Harrington, Hertler, 
itler, Hoffman, Holm, Jesse, Kramer, Lennes, Lili, Line, Little,Maddock, Marvin, Mason, 
irriam, Merrill, Miller, Mollett, Morris, Muhlick, Norris, Oberg, Platt, Richards, 
.nford, Scheffer, Schreiber, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, F. 0. Smith, Speer, Stone, 
•s. Swearingen, T. G. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Thompson, Turner, Turney, 
iters, Mrs. Weisberg, Whicker, Wilhelm, "Wilson, Yphantis, Yuill.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, Bell, Castle, Dahlberg, Duncan, 
rans, Feighner, Fessenden, Freeman, Garlington, Gleason, Hardy, Hesdorffer, Hood, 
>usman, Howard, Mansfield, Mirrielees, Ramskill (Mrs.), J. H. Ramskill, Rowe, 
hlueter, R. E. Smith, Suchy.
The minutes of the meeting of December 9 were approved.
The following announcements were made:
(1) By Dean Jesse:
(a) Grades for the Winter Quarter are due in the Registrar’s Office at 4 P.M. 
Saturday, March 19.
(b) Members of the faculty were requested to announce in their classes at least 
twice the time and places of final examinations.
(2) By Professor W. P. Clark. Announcement of honors and awards should be withheld 
until the convocation at which awards are formally announced.
(3) The unfinished business from the last meeting relative to lengthening the 
interval between classes from seven to ten minutes was brought up by the 
President. In the discussion, it was suggested that the instructor in each 
course have the privilege of extending the interval to ten minutes past the 
hour. The practice of some instructors of holding students overtime was 
disapproved. It was left to Professor Freeman to bring up the subject again I p 
if the Student Faculty Council should ask for further consideration.
(4)A report on retirement plans was circulated by Professor Merrill, who discussed 
the subject and asked for expressions of opinion on a questionnaire accompanying 
the report.
(5) The Committee on admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, reported that all 
candidates for the Bachelor’s degree and the University Certificate of Qualifica­
tion to Teach accepted at the meeting of December 9, 1937, completed their 
requirements.
(6) The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recommended that the 
faculty accept the following students as candidates for degrees and certificates 
at the end of the winter quarter, March 17, 1938, with the provision that they 
complete requirements for their respective degrees and certificates in accordance 
with faculty rules. The recommendation was unanimously approved.
Liar ch 7, 1938
I. For the degree of Bachelor of ^rts:
ROTuNY Credlt3 in Total
Major Subject Credits 
54 01 nA ■
Duerd R. Hudson
IRENCH ' j. 'r'" ■ *
Mabel Grant Holgren loU
GECLCGY no/.
W. E. Walcott 54 186
HOME ECONOMICS ' J|
Lois Elizabeth Blewett 57 18 7 2
MATHEMATICS * 1
James C. Martin 60 191
SPANISH
Lawrence W. Baker 64 189
II. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
Elmer Goodman Balsam 58 186
Henry Elfers Hoellein 62 187
Robert R. Mountain 64 189
Richard Nelson Rigg 54 206
III. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Andrew C. McDonald 43^ 188
IV. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
Warren H. Welton 128 206
V. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:
Richard Kennedy Brome 69 190
Virginia Rose Shanley 70 186g-
VI• For the degree of Bachelor of. Science in Pharmacy:
Henry Boyce Hilling 84 188
VIi:. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach;
Major Minors
Alice E. Borland Business Administration Mathematics, Spanish;
Economics & Sociolog |
Andrew C. McDonald Education French, History,
Zoology & Bacteriolo
Comnittee on Admission and Graduation, «mes, Chairman, recommended thJ 
the following candidates for the Bachelor’s degree be graduated with honors, s. 
+-hZh w®re certified by the Registrar as having a "B" average at the beginning <| 
tnqaast quarter of residence and were recommended by the chairmen of their msj^ 
departments. The recommendation was unanimously approved.
F Hajor Grade received in Scholarship Index
•'-ame Department Senior Examination Through Autumn, 19>
febel Grant Holgren French 2.81 (ind„ at h.oct
State University, 
fer grades destroye
Lois Elizabeth Blewett Home Economics p 2 gQ
Robert R. Mountain Business B 2.09
. Administration
eand lao*^0^^^®® on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman, reported that all
/ 5 the l‘£ster 3 degree accepted at the meeting of December S, 1937 
completed their requirements with the exception or the following: ||




B. A. State University of Iowa, 1913 30







Henry L. Zahn 30^
B. S. Jamestown College, 1928







(9) The Committee on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman recommended that the 
following student accepted at the meeting of December 9 as a candidate for the 
degree of Master of Arts, and who has been certified by the Registrar as having 
completed all requirements for the degree, be granted the degree. The 
recommendation was unanimously approved.
I• The Degree of Lister of Arts:
Total Credits 
EDUCATION
Henry L. Zahn - 30^
B. S. Jamestown College, 1928








(10) The Committee on Admission and Graduation Enlarged for Administrative 
Action, Jesse, Chairman, reported the following exceptions to faculty rules 
granted during the Autumn quarter, 1937.
1. Re: Vernon L. Marsh. Mr. Marsh petitioned to satisfy the foreign 
language requirement for graduation by offering three quarters of Spanish 
and three quarters of German instead of five quarters in one language. 
Inasmuch as Mr. Marsh was prevented from completing the work in German because 
of schedule conflicts ani because he received an offer 07a graduate fellow­
ship which depended upon his receiving a degree at the 4nd of the fall 
quarter, his petition was granted. The vote was unanimous,
2. Re: Mrs. Mabel Grant Holgren. Mrs. Holgren petitioned to be allowed to 
offer toward graduation 26 instead of 35 credits in residence of the last
45 credits required for graduation. Since Mrs, HQlgren has attended the 
University 8 summer sessions, and in view of her excellent record, her 
request was granted by unanimous vote.
3. Re: Mr. Oskar Lympus. Mr. Lympus petitioned to be allowed to graduate 
with only four quarters of military science. Inasmuch as Mr. Lympus was 
employed the spring quarters during the time the class in military science 
was held, the Committee granted his petition. The vote was unanimous.
4. Re: Marion Rose McGill. Miss McGill petitioned to be allowed to offer 
toward graduation 29 instead of 35 credits in residence of the last 45 credits 
required for a degree. Miss McCill is employed in Washington, D. C., and 
plans tc take the remaining work at a fully accredited university there. 
The petition was granted by unanimous vote.
(11) The President read communications from heads of schools and divisions 
proposing candidates for honorary degrees at Commencement, 1938. After 
discussions a motion by Lennes to delay action on honorary degrees until & 
later meeting .of the faculty, to be held prior to April 1, was adopted.





1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on the call of President 
Simmons, who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Arnoldson, Atkinson, Bark] 
Bischoff, Bloom, Briggs, Browman, Campbell, Castle, Chatland, Mrs. Clapp, F. G. c 
V/. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell, Coleman, Daughters, Denson, Dugan, Evans, Ferguson 
Freeman, Glenn, Harrington, Hertler, Hetler, Hoffman, Holm, Housman, Howard, Jess 
Lennes, Lili, Little, Mansfield, Marvin, Mason, Merriam, Merrill, Mollett, Oberg, 
Norris, Platt, J. H. Ramskill, Richards, Sanford, Scheffer, Schlueter, Schreiber* 
Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, F. 0. Smith, J. B. Speer, Stone, Suchy, Mrs. 
Swearingen, T. G. Swearingen, Tascher, Thomas, Thompson, Turner, Turney, Waters, 
Mrs. Weisberg, Whicker, Wilhelm, Wilson, Yphantis, Yuill.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, Carey, Dahlberg, Deiss, 
Fessenden, Garlington, Gleason, Hardy, Hesdorffer, Line, Miller, Mirrlelees,*Murp 
Rowe, R. E. Smith, Teel.
2. The minutes of the meeting of March 7 were approved.
3. Pursuant to action of the faculty at the previous meeting relative to honorary 
degrees (Paragraph 11), the President placed before the faculty the names of 
candidates proposed at the previous meeting. Moved by Daughters, seconded by 
Merriam, that no candidate for an honorary degree be recommended by the faculty 
to the State Board of Education for an honorary degree in this or subsequent year 
unless the candidate receives a two-thirds vote of faculty members present. (On 
inquiry, the President stated that all members of the staff with -rank of instruct 
or above, are entitled to vote as members of the faculty.) The motion was adoptee 
by a vote of 50 to 6.
Following motions and nominations concerning candidates and proposed honorary 
s, a motion was made by Jesse, and seconded, that the faculty proceed to 
vo e on four candidates, and that any one or all who receive a 2/3 vote of the 
members present be recommended for the degrees. An amendment by W. F. Clark
V pr0Vlded that no honorary degree be recommended for a candidate who did not
J H ' T°^‘ T^e amendrient seconded, and adopted. The original motior
i\| S v3! ^Sn adopted’ vote the faculty rejected the proposal to confer 
h p +v egree, and agreed that if an acceptable candidate was approved I
< nroceedAd i y h°J°ra7 M’ Lltt- degree be conferred.^ The faculty then 
proceeded to vote on the following - candidates: .
\ ? \
0 v < President-Emeritus F. C. Scheuch, for the honorary LL.D. I
JH.Vx 1 Professor-Emeritus M. J. Elrod, for the honorary T.T.,p,
I SSS J6anne™e Rankin <Class of 1902) for the honorary LL.D.
/\yC 1J?S* Grace Stone Coates, for the honorary M.Litt.





Number of faculty members present - 74




IL. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on the call of 
President Simmons, who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Mrs. Arnoldson, Atkinson, 
hadgley, Bennett, Bloom, Briggs, Browman, Campbell, Carey, Castle, 
baulkins, Chatland, Mrs. Clapp, W. P. Clark, Coad, Colemen, Daughters, 
beiss, Denson, Diettert, Dugan, Mrs. Ephron, Evans, Fox, Freeman, Glenn, 
Harrington, Hetler, Hoffman, Housman, Howard, Jesse, Lili, Line, Little, 
Haddock, Mansfield, Marvin, Mason, Merriam, Merrill, Miller, Mirrielees, 
korris, Oberg, J. H. Ramskill, Richards, Rowe, Sanford, Scheffer, 
[Schlueter, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, J. B. Speer, Suchy, Mrs.
Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Thompson, Toelle, Turner, Turney,
I. H. Weisberg, Mrs. Weisberg, Whicker, Wilhelm, Yphantis, Yuill.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, Mrs. Armsby, Bell, 
pahlberg, Duncan, Feighner, Mrs. Ferguson, Fessenden, Garlington, Gleason, 
{lardy, Holm, Kramer, Mollett, Murphy, Platt, Mrs. Ramskill, DeLoss Smith, 
Stone, T. G. Swearingen, White.
[3. The minutes of the meeting of March 29 were approved.
5. The President made the following announcements:
I
A. The following action was taken by the State Board of Education 
on April 11:
(1) Approved Professor Walter Pope’s request for continued leave 
of absence without pay for the next year;
(2) Accepted the resignations of Miss Elvera Hawkins as Director 
of Corbin Hall, of A. K. Smith as Associate Professor of Law, 
and H. K. Snell as Associate Professor of Economics.
(3) Approved the following changes in rank: 
Charles W. Bloom - Instructor in Forest Engineering to
Assistant Professor 
A. C. Cogswell - Instructor in Journalism to Assistant 
Professor
R. A. Diettert - Instructor in Botany to Assistant 
Professor
E. L. Marvin ~ Instructor in Psychology and Philosophy 
Assistant Professor
Edwin W. Briggs - Assistant Professor of Law to Associate 
Professor
Gordon B. Castle - Assistant Professor of Zoology to 
Associate Professor
I d that the candidates receiving a two-thirds vote of members present be recommended






The President therefore announced that Messrs. Scheuch and Elrod were recommended
. the faculty to the State Board of Education for the honorary degrees of LL.D. \ p
I (The President requested the faculty to consider the actions concerning honorary \APzn (/
[ Lffrees confidential). It was further suggested that the general problem of /
' Plimination, selection, and recommendation to the faculty of candidates for honorary 
■ degrees be in the hands of a smaller group, whereupon the President stated that he 
? would present this problem for discussion by the Budget and Policy Committee.
,4. There being no further business before the faculty, 1
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stanlev M. Teel - Assistant Professor of Music to Assocla btanxey avoa Professor
Milton M. Thompson - Assistant Professor of Law to Associ 
Professor
(Dr Gordon B. Castle has been advanced from Acting Chair 
of the Department of Zoology to Chairman; Dr. B. E. Thoma 
from Acting Chairman of Modern Languages to Chairman.)
(4) ADnroved the recommendation of the School of Music and th> 
Local Executive Board that, in order to equalize opportun
\ ? for majors in the School of Music to receive adequate pri'|
/ an(j class instruction, a flat fee of $25.00 per quarter
; charged such Music majors, such fee to include two private
lessons per week — in voice, violin, piano, or wind insti 
(a . S ments, but no two in the same subject — as well as class
work in harmony and counterpoint and in strings and wind 
instruments. For non—majors, or majors taking courses 
beyond those required, the fees will remain as at present, 
with a reduction for private lessons in voice, violin, anC 
piano from $24 to $20 per quarter for one lesson a week.
4. An invitation was extended to the faculty by Col. Denson to attend 
the R.O.T.C. review on the oval at 5:10 P.M. May 9.
5. The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, reporte 
that all candidates for the Bachelor’s degree and the University 
Certificate of Qualification to Teach accepted at the meeting of March 
1938, have completed their requirements.
6. The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recomme 
that the faculty accept the following students as candidates for degre 
and certificates at the end of the Spring Quarter, June 10, 1938, 
the provision that they complete requirements for their respective 




I. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts:
BOTANY
Roland Faville Dickman 52 189
(Also Major in Zoology)
Edwin W. Stein 56 195
CHEMISTRY
Hoy Clifford Cole 65 187
Wayne B. Gitchel 59 196
Walter R. Westman 64 186
Leland Marshall Yates 59 207
(Also Major in Physics)
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
Orline Coats 63 191
Kathryn Theresa Deegan 61 180
Mabelie Gibson Gould 66 181
Lois Jane King 65| 188i
Robert Spooner McHugh 50 199^
Joan Elise Mathews 53
Nannette Lee Shoemaker 5g
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY (Cont’d)
Kelvin Ellis Singleton 62 187
(Also Major in Business Administration)
Carroll Speck 50 200£
David John Thomas 50 188 J
Robert Van Haur 63 205
(Also Major in Business Administration)
James G. Wheaton 65 190
Nadine Elizabeth Whitford 49 185
(Also Major in Library Economy)
Robert McDonald Whittinghill 63 186
Alice Mae Woodgerd 54 202
ENGLISH
Ruth Louise Avery 70 192
Vina Ruth Bergan 67 190j
Germaine Lenore Golda Corcoran 59 186
Beryl Margaret Haight 67 193^
Sarah Elizabeth Holm 60j 183
Barbara B. Krall 63 203
Thomas W. Lowe 52 187
(Also Major in Fine Arts)
Eleanor Ingrid Miller 65 191
Katherine Frances Orchard 62^ 184J-
Dorothea Adele Smiley 64 186
Marion L. Van Haur 84 207
FINE ARTS
Thomas W. Lowe 66 187
(Also Major in English)
Marguerite Adelaide Polley 81 209
John L. Swift 71 192
Maude R. Teagarden 65 185
FRENCH
Kathryn Albee 44 207
Catherine Mary Elder 42 184
Marjorie Marie Ensteness 39 182
Ellen LaVerne Hill 47 186
Leia M. Hoffstot 46 186
(Also Major in Spanish)
Irene Merida Marceau 33 186^-





- 70 223>Luana M. Warren *
HISTORY
„ , 53 187I, Wayne Eveland
Jean Elizabeth Fritz 63 192i
KQ 1 R?
Henry W. Jorgensen
Katherine Louise Parkins 59 ^87
Ethel May Rundle
Virginia Lou Walters 55 185
HOME ECONOMICS
Katherine Mary Backes 56 192
Dorotha May Buck 56 189
Inez Cleo Cope 66 192
Lois Marian Hendrickson 61 202
Kathleen D. Holmes 63 193
Helen Katherine Johnson 62 201
Elva Mae Knutson 61 199
Doryce Lucille Lockridge 61 208
Catherine Mae McKeel 56 201
Dorothy Lucille Markus 62 201
Lola Newhouse 79 193
Ruth Katherine Rice 59 200
Marion Mabel Ritter 62 193
Jean Audrey Sandberg 62 195
Nola B. Stortz 64 204
LATIN
Della Ve Carr 59 gogi
Willene Jones 5g
LAW
Vincent Finval Bergquist ^17 242
John O’Neill Durkan 22g
Jay Merritt Kurtz lae| 254|
Gus B. Lange 130 g6?
Thomas E. Mulroney 126 263|
J. Meredith Tfatts 87 218|
145LIBRARY ECONOMY
Vera Grazier 60 190
Mary Virginia Lucy 56 182
| Clara Mae Lynch 61 191
Mary /lice McCullough 60 215
Virginia Sanders 62 201J
Nadine Elizabeth Whitford 60 185
(Also Major in Economics & Sociology)
MATHEMATICS
f
Beatrice Janet Cox 50 191
j Jere W. Donohue 40 198
(Also Major in Physics)
Grace-Virginia Haight 45 192i
I
John Francis Hill 35 183
Richard Lyndon Pope 35 209
(Also Major in Physics) k
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
i
Loris Marguerite Brown 56 268j
Helena Lucille Eek 99 221
Jacqueline Shepherd 73 188
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mary J. Bosseler 85 215^
Jane Bowman 63^- 186
Mary Anne Christensen 68 200-^
Carol Marie Hambleton 64 198
• Robert X. Higham 64 188
Wayne Lindgren h 66 196
Wiljo Lindgren 65 200
June Lillian Paulson 65 204
June Helen Sorge 66 188
Altha Barbara Lucille Stuckey 61 215
PHYSICS
Woodburn Allen Brown 57 203
Jere W. Donohue 42 198
(Also Major in Mathematics)
Richard Lyndon Pope 53 20g
(Also Major in Mathematics)
Leland Marshall Yates 40 207




Thomas Sillers Hartwig 90 198
Lloyd Carl Hayes 95 194
Marcus Vernon Nichols 94 233
Gerald Hamilton Ragsdale 85 193
Hervey J. Sannan 132 207
John Christian Seidensticker III 97 202
Joseph Lawrence Yuhas 120 199
PSYCHOLOGY
James Aiken Reynolds 51 192&
Peggy Jane Ross 65 187
Bernard Floyd Sjaholm 65 190
SPANISH
Lois Howe Anderson 58 137
Leia M. Hoffstot 22 135
(Also Major in French)
Mary Elizabeth MacDonald 50 186
Montana Nimbar 49 ^86
Gladys Katheryn Staffanson 66 186
Martha Wesin 56 ,Q7
Shelle Berenice Wilhelm 52 180
ZOOLOGY
Roland Favilla Dickman 48
(Also Major in Botany)
Donald R. Holmquist 2
Theodore John Walker
o4 202
11" ~°r the deRree of Bachelor of Arts jn Business Administration:
Virginia H. Barrett 66 195





















John Leslie Elliott 66 187
Virginia Flanagan 55 186
James Milton Garrison 59 186
Phyllis Helen Graybill 51 185
Jack J. Henley 58 186
Gladys Avery Houston 57 186
Myrtle Alma Jackson 60 212^
Carl H. Johnson 56 188|
Phyllis M. Jones 63 182
Harrison Palmer Kellum 66 186
Laura Marie Krinbring 58 180
Stanley W. Lala 66 187
Marguerite L. Lawrence 64 186
Jack Wallace Little 58 188
Margaret L. Lucy 63 188
Margaret Jane Lyons 54 186
Leo M. McClain 63 188
Olive B. McLeod 65 187
Blaine Wilford Mann 56 186
John Weldin Marsh 61 190
Andy Geo. Mitson 63 186
Marian Morse 55 185
Grace Louise Nelson 56- 190
E. Marie O’Connor 53 186
Pershing Aloyisus Pankey 57 191i
Lyndon Selter Parker 59 184
James Anthony Paulson 58 188
Stanley John Petro 53 ^35
Samuel Oakley Raffety 56 198
Jack Rose 63 197
John B. Rossetto 60 195
Clayre A. Scearce 53 igg
Charles Valentine Schuler 84 202
Raymond Hyde Scott 58 187
Leroy Glenn Seymour 62 186
Colleen Marcia Shaw gOi 203
Herbert Lawrence Sidler 65 186
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Cont’d)
Kelvin Ellis Singleton 60 187
(Also Major in Economics & Sociology)
Robert F. Stone 65 ^89
Robert Van Haur 57 205
(Also Major in Economics & Sociology)
L. Stuart Volkel ^0 187
Louise Irene Voorhees 64 186
Mark Franklin Waddell 58 189
John McRae Wallin 62 186
Helen Mae Warrington 57 185
III. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Ruth Marion Baker 42 188
Marie Birkland Gray 58 180^
Andrew Ludwig Hofmeister 42 195
Paul Andrew Johnson 45 196
Florian Joseph Kuhry 42 209
James J. O’Connor 43 ^95
Sara Jayne Walker 43 lg4
17 • For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
Melvin J• Akin 124 238
John R. Castles 131 2^
Gene H. Cox 121 232
John M. Doering 139 253
Millard M. Edgmond 131 221
Charles R. Gajan 126 280
Herbert Welby George 131
James Ralph Gervalia
Ralph H. Hansen 128
Burt L. Hurwitz 126
















V, For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:
Clifford G. Pool 121 221 
William Paul Preuss 117 197 
Alden Norris Quam 128 230 
Marcus K. Sheldon 123 212 
Earl C. Strubeck 118 204 
William F. Wagner 133 238 
Billy M. Watters 119 210 
Ro.nald A. Watters 125 206
Margaret Patricia Brennan 58 200
Jean Ellen Convery 61 186
K. Loraine Coy 62 186
Charles Henry Crouse 66 189
Edwin John Erlandson 66 203
John Arvid Forssen 64 203
Owen Ellsworth Grinde , 64 193
Kenneth Arthur Ingram 53 219
Beverly Louise Knowles 63 187
Wayne Laine 65 194
Donald Robert Larson 61 188
Mary Elizabeth Leichner 60 196-^
Harold G. Letcher 68 191
Doris McCullough 57 188
Nick Michael Mariani 64 190
Michael A. Murphy 55 186
Elinor Dee Nofsinger 47 I882
Jean Wright 52 192
VI. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Music:
Karen Alberta Grande 88-^ 188|
Adeline Marie Logan 57 180
Elizabeth Donaldson Schultz 96^- 194^-
VII. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy:
Eunice Mae Anderson 88 202
Joseph G. Braley 94 186
Tony A. Gasperino 97 191
PHARMACY (Cont’d)
VIII. For the degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Robert Hall 99 190
Hilmer N. 0. Hansen 81 329
Patrick James Holden 90 197
Kenneth R. Hurt 97 197
Marie Corrine Lasby 86 186
Evan E. Lytle 99 186
Isaac Markowitz 84 187
Joyce McKinley Roberts 92 229
Henry Max St. John 93 187
Donald K. Vaupel 88 187
Alexander Blewett, Jr. 127 284
James B. Castles 130 233
David J. Clarke 127 22g
William James Costello 130 251
Cregg Edward Coughlin 129 317
Orin Rider Cure 132 228
Harold R. Drange 130 22g
Selden Sherburne Frisbee 127 g48
Frank A. Halloran ^27 2„2
N6il D* Hel^ 138 236
Margaret Mary Holmes * 127




























BACHELOR OF LAYS (Cont’d)
John Philip Rowe 134= 314
Charles Lewis Whittinghill 130 230^
Walter Herbert Williams 127 250^
Wilbur Hoadley Wood 130£ 330
IX. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Name Major Minors
Kathryn Albee French Spanish, History
English, Chemistry
Lois Howe Anderson Spanish French, English
Ruth Louise Avery English French, History
Katherine Mary Backes Home Economics Chemistry, English
Ruth Marion Baker Education History, English
French, Zoology
Virginia H. Barrett Business Adminis. Mathematics,
Economics & Sociology
Vina Ruth Bergan English Music, History
Mary J. Bosseler Physical Education Biology, Home Econ.
Jane Bowman Physical Education English, Zoology
Dorothy R. Campbell Business Adminis. History, Econ. & Soc.
Mildred A. Carlson Business Adminis. Spanish, Home Econ.
Della Ve Carr Latin English, French
Mary Anne Christensen Physical Education Zoology, Bus. Adminis.
Inez Cleo Cope Home Economics French, Chemistry
Beatrice Janet Cox: Mathematics Spanish, English
Marjorie Marie Ensteness French Spanish, History
I. Wayne Eveland ' - History Spanish, Econ. & Soc.
Jean Elizabeth Fritz History Econ. & Soc., Latin
Karen Alberta Grande Music French, History
Beryl Margaret Haight English Music, Zoology, Latin
Grace-Virginia Haight Mathematics Latin, Home Econ.
Carol Marie Hambleton Physical Education English, Zoology
Lois Marian Hendrickson Home Economics Chemistry, English
Ellen LaVerne Hill French Spanish, Business Adm.
John F. Hill Mathematics History, Physics
Leia M. Hoffstot French English, History
Spanish
Andrew Ludwig Hofmeister Education English, History,
Fine Arts
Myrtle Alma Jackson Business Adminis. History, Music
University Certificate of Qualification to Teach (Cont’d)
Name Major Minors
Helen Katherine Johnson Home Economics Fine Arts, Ch.
Paul Andrew Johnson Education History, Econ,
Mathematics
Beatrice Willene Jones Latin English, Hist<
Henry 17. Jorgensen History English, Econ.j
Lois Jane King Economics & Soc. English, Fine
Elva Mae Knutson Home Economics Chemistry,Frer
I 
Barbara B. Krall English Latin, Fine
Laura Marie Krinbring Business Adminis. English, Frenc
Florian Joseph Kuhry Education- Music, History
Business Admin
Wiljo Lindgren Physical Education History, zoolo
Adeline Marie Logan Music English Histo
Margaret Jane Lyons Business Adminis. Econ. & Soc.
History
Mary Elizabeth MacDonald Spanish Home Economics
English
Mary Alice McCullough Library Economy French, Histor
English
Ruth McGee Business Adminis. History, Econ4
Catherine Mae McKeel Home Economics French, Chemisl
Irene Merida Marceau French Latin, English
History
Jamas J. O'Connor Education Mathematics,
History, Englie 
Katherine Louise Parkins History English '*1
Physical Educat 
June Lillian Paulson Physical Education French, Zoology
Marguerite Adelaide Polley Fine Arts Home Eoon>>
Charlotte Margaret Randall French Spanish,
English
James Aiken Reynolds Psychology English, Spanlsl
Economics & Soc. 
Helen IT. Riffo -7,^1 . «Zoology & Bact. Chemistry, EngL
Marion Mabel Ritter -r._me economics French, Chemist!
Ethel May Rundle Histn™
History English, French
Clayre A. Scearce nBusiness Adminis. English,
Economics & Soc. 
Dorothea Adele Smiley English
English Chemistry, Zoolo
Home Economics 
June Helen Sorce m- .
Physical Education Zoology, Home
153University Certificate of Qualification to Teach (Cont’d)
Name Ma jor Minors
Gladys Katheryn Staffanson Spanish English, History
Nola B. Stortz Home Economics Chemistry, French
Altha Stuckey Physical Education English, Home Econ
Maude R. Teegarden Fine Arts Home Econ., French
Marion L. Van Haur English History, Latin




Virginia Lou Walters His tory Spanish, English




Helen Mae Warrington Business Adminis Mathematics,English,
Economics & Sociology
Martha Wesin Spanish
Alice Mae Woodgerd Economics & Soc.
English, History
English, History
?. The Committee on Admission and Graduation Enlarged for Administra­
tive Action, Jesse, Chairman, reported the following exceptions to 
’acuity rules granted during the Winter Quarter, 1938.
1. Re: Peggy J. Ross. Miss Ross petitioned to be allowed not to
include the credits which she will earn in the course, Introduction 
to Biological Sciences, in the maximum allowance of 65 credits inZ7 
her major department, Psychology. Inasmuch as there has been 
considerable confusion among advisers as to the interpretation of .jp ' 
the rule requiring that all the credits earned in a survey course 
given by the division of which the department is a member be /
included in the maximum major department credits, and since refusal
of the petition would have forced Miss Ross to attend the University 
an additional quarter, her petition was granted.
2. Re: Adele Cohe. Miss Cohe petitioned to be allowed not to 
include the credits which she earned in the course, Introduction to 
the Humanities, in the maximum allowance of 65 credits in her major 
department, German. In view of the above-mentioned confusion among 
advisers in interpreting the rule and since Miss Cohe has already 
attended the University^for 13 quarters and would be forced to 
attend additional time to make up the excess credits for graduation, 
her petition was granted.
3. Re: John L. Swift. Mr. Swift petitioned to be allowed not to 
include the credits which he earned in the course, Introduction to 
the Humanities, in the maximum allowance of 65 credits in his major 
department, Fine Arts. Since a part of Mr. Swift’s excess credits 
in his major has been due to curriculum changes in the department 
as well as confusion among advisers in interpreting the rule, his 
petition was granted.
4. Re: June M. Eldridge. Miss Eldridge petitioned to be allowed 
not to include the credits which she earned in the course, Intro­
duction to the Humanities, in the maximum allowance of 65 credits in 
her major department, Fine Arts. Since part of her excess credits 
in Fine Arts has been due to curriculum changes in the department
and to the difference in departmental courses in her transfer credits, 
her petition was granted.
5. Re: Marie O’Connor. Miss O’Connor petitioned to be allowed to 
offer toward graduation 30 instead of 35 credits in residence of the 
last 45 credits required for graduation. Since part of the work will 
be completed in extension courses on the campus, and in view of her
154
7 Re- Charles C. Foilman. Mr. Foilman petitioned to receive 
credit in Mathematics 12, Survey of College Mathematics, which 11 
repeated without also repeating Trigonometry, a course for whicl 
Survey of College Mathematics is a prerequisite. Since Survey < 
College Mathematics contains some trigonometry and since Mr. Fo. 
has been prevented from repeating the course in Trigonometry due 
to schedule conflicts as he had planned, his petition was grant?
8 The Curriculum Committee, Jesse, Chairman, submitted the follov 
recommendations for the approval of the faculty. The recommendatic 
were unanimously approved.
Proposed Catalogue Changes, 1938-39
CALLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, page 42 ff.
. V u
DIVISION OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
It is recommended that the General Course 13abc, Introduction to 
Biological Science serve as a basic course for all work in the 
Division of Biological Science. In general, 13a would not be a 
prerequisite for 13b, but 13ab would be a prerequisite for 13c, 
is an integration quarter. General 13abc, Introduction to Biolo 
Science would be a prerequisite to all courses in Botany and Zoo 
except Botany S14, S61; Zoology S14 and 24.
excellent record at the University, her petition was granted. I 
„ Louise Voorhees. Kiss Voorhees petitioned to be allowl to offer toward graduation 34 instead of 35 credits in resident 





11. General Botany. 1 Q. Autumn. 5 cr. (Not to be given until
12. Classification of Spring Flora. 1 Q. Spring. 3 cr.
152. Advanced Physi'oTogy and Ecology. 1-3 Q. Autumn, winter, s'
3-5 cr.
162 Advanced Taxonomy. 1 Q. Winter 3-5 cr.





55. Introduction to Philosophy. 1 Q. Spring. 3 cr. 
111. Advanced Psychology. 1 Q. Autumn. 3 cr.
180. Seminar in Recent psychological Literature. 1 Q. Autumn.
Courses dropped:
101. Advanced Experimental Psychology. 4 cr.
104. Systematic Psychology. 4 cr.
Zoology
Page 51.






DIVISION OF THE HUMANITIES
Page 53> £.lflsslcaX Languages
10£. Horace. Course 15b rearranged. The former 102, Catullus t 




15, Voice and Diction. 1 Q. Spring. 1 cr.
19. Technique of Poetry. 1 Q. Spring. 5 Cr.




51abc. Life Drawing. 3 Q. Autumn, winter, spring. 1 cr. each quarter.
Library Economy
Page 58.
Courses 16 and 18 combined. Now 16ab, Cataloguing. 2 Q,. Winter, 
spring. 3 cr. each quarter.




18. Introductory Business Mathematics. 1 Q. Autumn. 5 cr.
Prerequisite, 1 unit of high school algebra. (Students entering 







220abc. Advanced Experimental Physics. 3 Q. 2 cr. each quarter.
DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Economics and Sociology
Page 71.
11* Principles of Economics. 2 Q. Autumn, winter. Continuous.
8 cr., except that 14a, 4 cr., may be applied toward the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Forestry. 14a as given in 1937-38 has 
been re-organized and is now listed as 105, World Resources and 
Industries. 1 Q. Spring. 4 cr.
102, Transportation, and 105, Public Utilities, as given in 1937-38 
combined into course 103, Public Utilities. 1 Q. Autumnr 4 cr.
iZ- Social Problems. 1 Q. Spring. 4 cr. Re-instated in the list 
or offerings.
History and Political Sciences
Page 73.
New courses:
28. Early Modern Europe. 1 Q. Winter. 4 cr.
115. Theories of the State. 1 Q. Autumn. 4 cr.
116» Government Regulation of Business» 1 Q. Spring. 4 cr.
Courses dropped:
34. Renaissance and Reformation. 3 cr.
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35. Background of French Revolution. 3 cr• Materials cove 
Tn these two courses incorporated in new course 28.
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
School of Business Administration
Page 80.
Credit in Stenography (Business Administration 22 and 23ab). 
recommended that a maximum of 25 credits in Stenography be ac 
toward graduation for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Busin 




Under Admission to the School of Education the following state­
ment should be inserted: "Students who expect to secure a 
University Certificate of Qualification to Teach will be requi 
to file with the Dean of the School of Education at the begin: 
of their junior year a statement of their intended major and 
minor fields of specialization, which should include three fic 
usually taught in high schools. Each candidate for the Certil 
who has not already received credit in Education 26 (Observatl 
and Teaching) will, at the beginning of the junior year, be 
assigned a definite quarter of the senior year in which he mu« 
register for that course."
School of Forestry
Page 91.
Courses combined and condensed:
i.8^ SuFTey of Forestry, and 15, Conservation. Now llab. Snrl 
orToresTryT S a or. each quarter. (Formerly totSTecf’ 7^rI 
wvS^l41 , forest Policy. Now 13. 1 Q. 4 cr. (Formerly 2 0. 6 o 
21, Silvios, and 23ab, Silviculture. Now 23abo. 3 0 i *.„i 
quarter. (Formerly toFaled 16 or.)
fl' Forest Kensuration. Now 1 Q. 5 or. (Formerly 2 Q. 6 J
Dendrology. Now 2 Q. 8 or. (Formerly 10 or.) *
26. Forest Management. 3 Q. Total of 15 or. (Formerly 12 I
course la C?±?A*na 26> inolude ™terial covered in fo> 
course aut Valuation Surveys,
^Hy tot&s^r160*- 2 Q’ 3 Sprlng’ 2 or- (I
^otaling§^rZr?)nB' 2 Q’ 4 °r' ®a°h quarter' (Formerly 3 ft. : 
46. Survey of Range Management. 1 Q. 3 cr. (Formerly 4 cr’
School of Journalism
Page 94.
^Ivertlllng?lple-- ~ ^dvertlsln^ Now replaces former 45, I 
J ft. 1 1 S*rin«- 2 or- (Formerly)
New courses: • • .
^rtising layout and Writing. 1 Q. Autumn. 2 or. 
BssyrSF iSjertisingn-^ Winter. 2 or.
—3 or. -^W3CastlnS- 3 ft. Autumn, winter, spring. Continuous. .
51of 40ab^~primarilv ?£rCSdufe'- 1 Spring. 2 or. (Continuatlcj 




Business Organizations I. 3 Q. a er. Continuous. •
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Business Organizations II. 3 Q. 9 cr. Continuous. 
Civil Procedure. 3 Q. 9 cr. Continuous.
Courses dropped:








28abc. Advanced Sight Singing and Ear Training. 3 Q. 1 cr. 
each quarter.
34. History of Music. 1 Q. Autumn. 3 cr.
Courses dropped:
12, Voice in Class; 14, Piano in Class; 18, Organ in Class; 20, 
Wind Instruments in Class.
School of Pharmacy
Page 103.
llabc. Introductory and Galenical Pharmacy. 3 Q. 15 cr. Continuous 
A combination of former course 12, Metrology (6cr.), and 20, 
Galenical Pharmacy (12 cr.).
27. Pharmaceutical Economics. 3 Q. 9 cr. (Formerly 3 Q. 6 cr.)
Partially combined with former33, Abstracts.
65. Advanced Analysis. 1 Q,.“Winter. 4 cr. (Formerly any quarter
2-4 cr. to a maximum of 12 cr.)
New courses:
lOlabc. Seminar. 3 Q,. Autumn, winter, spring. 1 cr. each quarter. 
Partially combined with former 33, Abstracts.






24R. Philosophy of Religion.
25r. Christian Ethics.
26R. The Prophetic Heritage.
(Three new courses to replace these courses dropped will be 
announced next year.) .
I 
CHANGES AFFECTING-GENERAL UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS J yj
1. New degrees. i
• -
(a) Medical Technology. Upon the completion of the prescribed 
three-year curriculum in the University, in which all restricted 
elective requirements are fulfilled with the exception of the 
two survey course rule (Biological Science the only survey course,^, 
required), and a calendar year of practical laboratory work, it 
is recommended that the degree of Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Technology be granted.
(b) Nursing Education. Upon the completion of an eight-quarter 
curriculum of 125 credits at the University, in which all 
restricted elective requirements except foreign language and the 
two survey course rule are completed (Biological Science the 
only survey required), followed by three calendar years of train­
ing in the nursing school of an approved hospital, it is . a k'1
?°h°f
survey courses given in the major division (whether the 
course was taken for one, two, or three quarters in those 
which are non-continuous) are to be included in the maxima- 
of 65 credits allowed in any one department. The two surve 
course requirement may be waived for students entering 
Montana State University with Junior standing.
3 Teaching minors. It is recommended that, the following
‘ procedure be observed in the future in administering teachi 
minors:
(a) All minor requirements in the various departments or 
schools shall be determined and set for future administrati 
by the Chairmen of the Department and of the Division conce 
or by the Dean of the School concerned, and the Dean of the 
School of Education.
(b) At the beginning of the Junior year, students who 
to secure the University Certificate must file with the Dea 
of the School of Education a statement of their intended ma 
and minor fields; at the same time, they will be assigned a 
definite quarter of the senior year in which they must comp 
Education 26, Observation and Teaching.
Note: There was a discussion concerning the designation of n 
degrees proposed in the recommendations as submitted. It was 
clearly pointed out that the new degrees were as follows:
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology.(in the 
College of Arts and Sciences)
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing (in the College of A 
and Sciences)
9.An announcement was made by Freeman, Chairman of the Student-Fa 
Council, concerning election Of faculty members to the Council, 
and after discussion concerning methods of election, Freeman 
moved that the present five faculty members of the Council subn 
a list of ten candidates for election to the Council for next 
year. The motion was seconded and approved.
10. An announcement was made by Merrill, Chairman of the Schedule 
Committee that the Public Exercises Committee proposed that 
convocations next year be held at 11:00 on Friday during the 5 
Quarter, at 11:00 on Thursday during the Winter Quarter, and 1 
on Friday during the Spring Quarter.
11. A questionnaire on faculty living costs was circulated and 
explained by Professor Ames.
12. There being no further business before the fa^ult^r, the meeting 
adjourned
that the degree of Bachelor of Science in recommended that the aegre schOol must follow a
Nursing be grante . f the National LeagueIn6thenar future, it is hoped X 
or Nursing u in the state will meet this standarc




A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on the call of President 
Ammons, who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Arnoldson, 
kinson, Badgley, Barkley, Bateman, Bennett, Bischoff, Bloom, Briggs 
owman, Campbell, Carey, Caulkins, Chatland, Mrs. Clapp, W. P. Clark’ 
gswell, Coleman, Cooney, Dahlberg, Deiss, Denson, Diettert, Dugan, Duncan 
|hron, Evans, Feighner, uerguson, Fessenden, Fox, Freeman, Glenn, Harrington 
rtler, Hetler, Hoffman, Holm, Hood, Ilousman, Howard, Jesse, Kramer, Line 
ttle, Maddock, Mansfield, Marvin, Mason, Merriam, Merrill, Miller, 
rrielees, Mollett, Norris, Oberg, Platt, Richards, Rowe, Sanford,’scheffer, 
hlueter, Schreiber, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, Deloss Smith, F. 0. 
Lith, Spaulding, J. B. Speer, Stone, Suchy, Mrs. Swearingen, T. G. 
saringen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Thompson, Toelle, Turner, Turney, Waters 
s. 7/eisberg, Whicker, White, Wilhelm, Wilson, Yuill.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, Bell, Castle, Coad 
rlington, Hardy, Lili, Morris, Murphy, R. E. Smith, Yphantis.
[ The minutes of the meeting of April 29 were approved.
The following announcements were made:
A. By Dean Jesse:
[ (1) Grade reports for the spring quarter are due in the Registrar’s
Office not later than 4P.M., Wednesday, June 15.
(2) No early examinations may be given without prior approval of 
the Dean of Faculty. This rule applies to transfers from one 
section to another.
(3) "Incomplete" grades may not be given without approval by 
instructor and Dean of Faculty prior to time of examination.
B. By Director Shallenberger:
Summer session registration will begin in the men’s gymnasium at 
8:30 A.M. Monday, June 13.
C. By Chairman Merrill, of Schedule Committee:
Copy for class schedule for 1938-39 is due in the Registrar’s
■ Office not later than June 12.
The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, reported that 
following student whose name was not presented to the faculty in the 
t of-candidates for degrees at the meeting of April 29 (since his 
’lication was not on file at that time) had completed his requirements 
recommended that he be granted the degree in accordance with facultv
es:
The Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
~ Credits in - Total
Major Credits
William Bray Ahders 53 186|
re commendation was unanimously approved by the faculty.
The Committee on Admission and Graduation reported that Elizabeth 
aldsoh Schultz is a candidate for the Bachelor of Music degree instead 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Music as presented in the list of 
laidates at the meeting of April 29. The change was accepted by the 
■ulty.
I The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, reported 
■t all candidates for the Bachelorfs degree and the University 
tificate of Qualification to Teach accepted at the meeting of April 
had completed their requirements with the exception of the following:
1* For the degree of Bachelor of Arts:
Major 
Economics & Soc. 
English
Wheaton, James G.
Corcoran, Germaine Lenore Golda
160
Marceau, Irene Merida




Reid, Mary Elizabeth MacDonald
II. For the degree of Bachelor of Art
French










III. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
Edgmond, Millard M. 
Quam, Alden Norris
IV. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Name Ma jor Minors
Marceau, Irene Merida French Latin, English, Hi:
Reid, Mary Elizabeth MacDonald Spanish English, Home Econc
7. The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recommer 
that the following candidates for the Bachelor’s degree be graduated wj 
honors, since they were certified by the Registrar as having a "B" avei 
at the beginning of the last quarter of residence and were recommended 














Schuler, Charles V. 
Singleton, Melvin Ellis 




Singleton, Melvin Ellis 
Van Haur, Francis. Robert 
Johnson, Paul A.
Holm, Sarah E. (Mrs.)
Swift, John L.
Lyman, Chalmer K. 

















Econ. & Soc. Bi
Econ. & Soc. Bi
Econ. & Soc. Bf









































followinfi°student«?°h ?radua*e Study, Bateman, Chairman, reported that tb 
and recommended £hat degrees®^ pranted^tewT^ for?he After's degrai 
rules. The reeommendatfor^s^lm^s^ap^o^d?1''18'10® faoultr
!• The Degree of* nf* *p+c. «------ -------------~asbei or Arts. Total Credits | 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION I
Marie Julia Kochta
Minot State Teachers College, 1932 • t
Thesis: Vocational Training As Aided by 







Index: 1.70 (7 credits of grade "0” earned prior
to promulgation of "Bn average rule)
CHEMISTRY
Olaf A. Bredeson
B.A., Montana State University, 1937 








B.A., State University of Iowa, 1913 










B.S., Northern Normal and Industrial
School, 1936









[. For the Degree of Master of Science in Forestry:
Samuel Allen- Warg 30
B.S., Oregon State College, 1934







Pursuant to the call for the meeting, 
follows: Budget and Policy Committee, 
incil.
the President announced elections 
Service- Committee, Student-Faculty
The President announced his appointment of Professor Shallenberger as a 
iber of the Service Committee. (The President announced that any member 
solving a majority on the nominating ballot for the faculty elected 
iber, would be declared elected, and that (on suggestion of Thomas) in 
>e no member received a majority that the faculty then vote on the three /
Jhest on the nominating ballot. r
......... X
The faculty proceeded to cast a ballot and Professor Mason received a(/' 
jority of all votes cast and was therefore declared elected. The 
ssident announced that the new committee would take office September 1; 
it the appointment by the Executive Secretary of the University (Dr. Swain) 
lid be made prior to September 1.
A12 The faculty then proceeded to the election of the chairman of the 
/\\M Faculty Budget and Policy Committee, with the announcement by the 
iVjv Pre si dent that the procedure of the preceding years be followed (a 
majority on nominating ballot would result in election; otherwise a vot 
\ £ would be taken on the two highest).J Professor Rowe received a majority 
of all votes cast on the nominating ballot, and was therefore declared 
aaV duly elected as Chairman of the Budget and Policy Committee.
NJ * 1
(1) Re. Julia Arthur: Miss Arthur petitioned to be allowed to satisfy the 
restricted elective requirement in science by offering 8 credits in Geology Sllab 
and 3 credits in Geology 316, a total of 11 credits instead of the required 12. 
Since this work in Geology during the Summer School covers substantially the 
same material as in the regular year, and in view of Miss Arthur’s excellent 
record at the University, the petition was allowed.
The faculty then adjourned to their respective groups, and reports 
of elections were subsequently made, as follows:
Arts Group: Miller (hold-over member, Thomas)
Science Group: Merrill (re-elected) (hold-over member, Howar
Professional Schools Group: Richards (hold-over member, Hous
13. There being no further business before tha^faoulty 
adjourned. AuaJ
August 11, 1938
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on the call of Dr. Shallenberger, 
who presided in the absence of President Simmons.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Atkingson, Bennett, Browman, 
Castle, Chatland, Clapp, John Clark, W. P. Clark, Dietrich, Fee, Fox, Glenn, Harringto 
Haynes, Hertler, Hetler, Hobson, Hoffman, Housman, C. W. Howard, J. W. Howard, Howell, 
Maddock, Merrill, Mollett, Mowat, Sanford, Scheffer, Severy, Shallenberger, F. 0. 
Smith, Struppeck, Tascher, Mrs. Weisberg, Wilhelm.
The following members were accounted for: Feighner, Gleason, Hansen, Rowe, 
Mrs. Swearingen, T. G. Swearingen, Thomas, White.
2. The minutes of the meeting of June 3 were approved.
3. The following announcements were made:
(1) By Dr. Shallenberger. Grades are due in the Registrar’s Office at 4:00 
P.M. on Monday, August 15.
Ey Dr. Merrill. A readjustment of the summer salary schedule was made so 
that those instructors paid on a student-credit hour basis who earned and would 
receive an amount below their maximum have had added 10% of their possible 
maximum. If this still left them below their minimum they received the minimum 
salary. If the salary was above the maximum they still received the maximum; 
if between maximum and minimum the actual amount was paid.
4. In the absence of Dean Jesse, Dr. Ames submitted the following report for the 
Committee on Admission and Graduation Enlarged for Administrative Action. The 
recommendation was unanimously approved.
11 The following members were nominated oy tne u^Student-Faculty Council, Freeman, Chairman, In accordance with action 
v / tha at the previous meeting (Paragraph 9), with therecommendation which was unanimously approved by the faculty, (on mot J 
VZ A? Atkinson) that the ballots be counted by the Secretary and that any ! 
be ^resolved by lot: Castle, Coleman, Ephron, Fox, Howard, Kansfle, 
3 1 '^Earvin Eason. Kerrill, Tascher. The faculty then proceeded to cast a 
.V.v-£ which was delivered to the Secretary. (The Secretary hereby
it renorts thelresult of the ballot as follows: Castle, 65; Howard, 63;
(if Merrill 55; Mansfield, 46; Coleman, 45; Marvin, 39; Fox, 34; Ephron, L 
TasoherJ 27;Kason, 21; scattering, 2. The following members were the: 
fore, duly elected: Castle, Howard, Merrill, Mansfield, Coleman.)
(2) Rs: Cora Owsley: Miss Owsley petitioned to be allowed to offer toward 
graduation 24 credits in residence instead of 35 of the last 45 credits required 
for graduation. Since Miss Owsley was not able to attend the 1937 summer session 
due to illness and in view of her excellent record at the University, her 
petition was allowed.
The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recommended that the 
;ulty accept the following students as candidates for degrees and certificates 
the end of the summer quarter, 1938, provided that they complete requirements 
r their respective degrees and certificates in accordance with faculty rules. 
e recommendation was unanimously approved.
I, For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:
Credits in Total
ECONOMICS & SOCIOLOGY Major Subject Credits
Esther Scherlie Adams 50 191
Sophronia Beagle 65 191
Carl V. Hultine 58 188
Dorothy Jeanne Mueller 50 195^
Paul John Sherick, Jr. 68 189
ENGLISH
Mary J. Davies 53y 180
Virginia Louise Stone 65 192^
Violet M. Thomson 78 206
FRENCH
Helen Louise Bolton 40 193
Letty Ann Chase 65 182
HISTORY
Hugh M. Merritt 54 181
HOME ECONOMICS
Jean Audrey Sandberg 62 206
LAW
Geno Paul Fopp 42 187
LIBRARY ECONOMY
Marion Rose McGill 44g 191^
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Marian Helen Romersa 122 224
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Wayne Lindgren 66 196
SPANISH
Jean Printz 44 187
II. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
William Carl Andreasen 67 187
Carl Wilmer Curtis 65 189
Frederic P. Holbrook, Jr. 68 187
3TEEa
HI. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
May Elizabeth Brady 53;> 183
Millard M. Cade - 43 fi . 188 :
Susie Marguerite Finn 44 1881
Robert Fremont Her rig 3 6
Sverre Johan Knudsen 49 184
Marion Jerry Kruzic 53 186
Francis E. Miley 61 188 ,
IV. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:
Jane Nichols Leonard 68 186
John A. Willard, Jr. 50 189
V. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Music: U I
Nelle L. Porter 61s 204^
Jean Romundstad 88 198.»
John S. Warden 74 182
Virginia E. Wilcox 79| 232j
VI. For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
Alden Norris Quan 128 230
VII. For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Vincent Finval Bergquist 126 249
VIII. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Name Major* Minors
Esther Scherlie Adams Econ. & Soc. Engl 1ah, History
Millard M. Cade Education English, History, Econ. & Soc.
Susie M. Finn Education English, Spanish, History
Phyllis Helen Graybill Business Admin. English, History
Willette Gummow English History, Music
Leonard E. Hall Econ. &. Soc. History, Mathematics
Robert F. Herrig Education Biology, History, English
Don R. Holmquist Zoology Botany, Chemistry
Kenneth A. Ingram Journalism English, History, Econ. & Soc.
Sverre Johan Knudsen Education Spanish, History, Econ. & Soc.
Marion Jerry Kruzic Education Biology, English, History
Wayne Lindgren Physical Educ. History, Zoology
Doryce Lucille Lockridge Home Econ. Chemistry, Eng]jah
Dorothy Lucille Markus Home Econ. Chemistry, Eng Hah
Francis E. Miley Education History, Econ. & Soc., Mathemati
165
. The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recommended that the
allowing candidates be graduated with honors, since they were certified by the Reg-
3trar as having a ’’B” average or above at the beginning of the last quarter of
asidence and were recommended by the chairmen of their major departments. The
acommendation was unanimously approved.
Grade
» The Committee on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman, reported that the following 
tudents were candidates for Masters’ degrees and recommended that the various degrees 
a granted them as follows, with the provision that they complete the requirements 
ar their respective degrees in accordance with faculty rules. The recommendation 
is unanimously approved.
I* The Degree of Master of Arts:
EDUCATION
Total Credits
Arne J. Bergum 30
B.A., St. Olaf College, 1915
Thesis: A Study of the Problem of Drop-outs of






W. L. Emmert . 36
B.A., Mt. Morris College, 1924
Thesis: Scholastic Achievement of Urban and Rural
Freshman High School Pupils of Equal Intelligence







B.S., Northern State Teachers College, 1933 30





Index: 1.88 (4 credits of grade ”C” earned prior to promulgation
of »B" average rule)
Eleanor Ingrid Miller English French, History
Jean Frintz Spanish English, Bus. Admin.
Ruth Katherine Rice Home Econ. Chemistry, English
>
Jack Rose Business Admin. Spanish, Economics
Jean Audrey Sandberg Home Econ. Chemistry, English
Melvin L. Schneider Education Fine Arts, English, History
Helen Hein Sinkler Geology Zoology, English, French
Virginia Louise Stone English History, Bus. Admin.
Violet M. Thomson English Home Econ., French, History
John A. Vander Ark English History, Econ. & Soc.
Education .- •
Virginia E. Wilcox Music History, Bus. Admin.
John S. Warden Music History, Spanish
received • Scholarship ' •
Major in Senior Index through
Department Examination Spring, 1938
lase, Letty A. French A 2.42
illard, John A., Jr. Journalism B 2.28
30Cecil E. Heath
B.A., Valley City State Teachers College, 1929 







B.A., Montana State University, 1935
Thesis: The Junior Reporter, A Pupil-Teacher Manual for






John Francis Sasek 30
B.A., Montana State University, 1932
Thesis: The Development of Public Secondary Education








B.A., Jamestown College, 1929








B.A., Vassar College, 1932
Thesis: A Compilation of Materials for a Study of the








B.A., Dakota Wesleyan University, 1926







Ernest R. James ‘
B.A., Montana State University, 1930





IndJXL„1>84 <8 cred*ts of 6rade ”C” earned prior to promulgation 
of ”Brt average rule)
MATHEMATICS
Edith E. Miller 39
B.A., Montana State University, 1928
Thesis: The Development of Tests for the Convergence and 







Leo C. Maney . 30
B.A., Montana State University, 1937
Thesis: An Investigation of Periods of Arrested 
Development in Learning Curves
Board of Examiners:





Mary Lincoln Clapp 30^
B.A., Montana State University, 1937
Thesis: Effects of Theelin and Castration on the






II. For the Degree of Master of Science:
Stephen C. Wilkie 30
B.S., Montana State University, 1936






III. For the Degree of Master of Education:
Theodore I. Bergene . 40






Alton Z. Bloom 40






William 0. Bough 40





Index: 1.57 (7 credits of grade "C" earned prior to promulgation
of ”Bn average rule)
40George E. Bright













E. Lyle Cooper 40







B.A., Montana State University, 1931
Board of Examiners:




Leo A. Drewiecke 42













Florence May Keeton 44
B.A., Montana State University, 1926




Index: 1,64 (12 credits of grade WC" earned prior to promulgation
of ’*B" average rule)
Norman E. Korn 40





Index; 1,83 (5 credits of grade "C" earned prior to promulgation
of "B” average rule)
Clarence E. Lee . 40




















John A. Vander Ark 40






George 0. White 45^3





Index: 1.40 (15 cr. of grade "C" earned prior to promulgation
• of "B* average rule) ■ ■ -
8. Dr. Shallenberger expressed to the faculty his appreciation for their efforts 
and cooperation in making the summer session outstandiingly successful.
9. There being no further business before the faculty, the meeting was adjourned.
September 19, 1938
1. The first meeting of the faculty for the year 1938-39 was held at 3:00 P.M. 
on the call of President Simmons, who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Arnoldson, Atkinson, 
Barkley, Bateman, Baty, Borland, Bell, Bennett, Bischoff, Bloom, Briggs, Browman, 
Carey, Castle, Caulkins, Chatland, Clapp, W. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell, Coleman, 
Crowder, Daughters, Deiss, Denson, Diettert, Duncan, Dugan, Egbert, Ephron, Evans, 
Feighner, Ferguson, Fox, Freeman, Gleason, Glenn, Hardy, Haydon, Hertler, Hesdorffer 
Hetler, Hoffman, Holm, Housman, Howard, Jesse,' Johnson, Kramer, Lennes, Line, Little 
Maddock, Mansfield, Martin, Marvin, Mason, Merriam, Merrill, Miller, Mirrielees, 
Mollett, Morris, Murphy, Platt, J. H. Ramskill, Richards, Rowe, Sandvig, Sanford 
Scheffer, Schlueter, Schreiber, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, DeLoss Smith, 
F. 0. Smith, J. B. Speer, Lucile Speer, Stone, Suchy, Mrs. Swearingen, Tascher, 
Teel, Thomas, Thompson, Toelle, Turner, Turney, Turney-High, Vinal, Waters, A. H. 
Weisberg, Mrs. Weisberg, Whicker, White, Wilhelm, Wilson, Yuill.
The following members were accounted for: Adams, F. G. Clark, Dahlberg, 
Fessenden, Garlington, Hood, Papworth, Russell Smith, T. G. Swearingen, Yphantis.
2. The minutes of the meeting of August 11 were approved.
3. The new members of the faculty and those returned from leave of absence were 
introduced by the President.
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4. The following announcements were made:
(1) By the President.
(a) The summer session attendance of 865 was an all-time high record. |
(b) The Chemistry-Pharmacy Building is under construction, made possitl 
by a TWA loan of §165,000 and grant of §135,000.
(c) Natural Science Building addition is to be started before September 
28, a project totaling §45,300 of which there is a PWA grant of 
§20,385.
(d) The State Board of Education, on the recommendation of the EXecutil 
Council, has recommended to the next Legislature appropriations fol 
the State University of §410,000 per year for maintenance from the] 
University millage fund; and a special appropriation for physical 
plant repairs and an appropriation for a staff retirement plan fra 
the general fund of the state.
(e) A drive for funds to retire indebtedness of the athletic program 
of about §16,000 had been carried on during the summer; and member 
of the faculty were urged to support the program.
(f) Members of the faculty were invited to the buffet supper for fresh­
men on September 20.
(g) Faculty members are requested to report to the President’s Office 
(Miss Rummel) any degrees earned since the last edition of the 
catalog.
(h) Travel request for M.E.A. meetings should be made at once.
(i) The Auditorium of University Hall was announced as the regular 
place of faculty meetings after a large majority of the faculty 
expressed a preference for meetings in this room.
(j) The President asked members of the faculty to be in their offices 
from the beginning of Freshman Week for consultation with students.
(2) By Dean Jesse, A meeting of the faculty advisers will be held at 1:30 
on Wednesday.
(3) By Merrill, Chairman of the Schedule Committee. Requests for class 
room space should be made to Merrill or Assistant Registrar Wilhelm; 
for office space, to Merrill or the President’s Office (Miss Rummel).
(4) By Waters, Chairman of Placement Committee of the N.Y.A. Forms for 
requests for projects will be distributed and prompt return is requested
(5) By Deiss, Chairman of the Library Committee. Concerning allotments of 
funds for books, periodicals, and binding.
(6) By Shallenberger, Director of Summer Session. Suggestions for the 
1939 session should be made promptly.
5. A report of the Faculty Affairs Committee was made by Mr. Carey.' On motion 
of Rowe, the assessment was continued at fifty cents with the request that all 
members of the faculty make payment.
6. There being no further business before the faculty, the meeting adjourned.
I
November 21, 1938
. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on the call of President 
jjpnnns, who presided.
The following members were present: Ames, Armsby, Arnoldson, Atkinson, Baty, 
lennett, Bischoff, Browman, Carey, Castle, Chatland, W. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell,’ 
«oleman, Crowder, Daughters, Diettert, Dugan, Ferguson, Fox, Freeman, Glenn, Haydon, 
I etier, Line, Little, Mansfield, Marvin, Mason, Merrill, Mirrielees, Mollett, 
I H. Ramskill, Richards, Sanford, Severy, Shallenberger, Simmons, J. B. Speer, 5^^ 
lascher, Teel, Turner, Turney, Vinal, Waters, A. H. Weisberg, Whicker, Wilhelm, 
I uill•
The following members were accounted for: Barkley,/Clapp, Dahlberg, Deiss, 
fessenden, Garlington, Gleason, Hardy, Hesdorffer, Hoffman, Howard, Jesse, Merriam, 
forris, Murphy, Papworth, Platt, Rowe, Schlueter, F. 0. Smith, Russell Smith, Thomp­
son, Wilson. \ .7-^*7^ 
. The minutes of the meeting of September 19 were approved.
. The following new member of the faculty was introduced by the President:
Miss .Agnes Brady, Assistant Professor of Home Economics
. The following announcement was made:
• A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on the call of President Simmons, 
ho presided.
The following members were present: Adams, Ames, Armsby, Arnoldson, Atkinson, 
ateman, Baty, Bennett, Bischoff, Bloom, Briggs, Browman, Carey, Castle, Caulkins, 
1 hatland, Clapp, W. P. Clark, Coad, Cogswell, Coleman, Crowder, Daughters, Denson, 
iettert, Dugan, Ephron, Evans, Ferguson, Fox, Freeman, Glenn, Hertler, Hetler, 
loffman, Holm, Housman, Howard, J’esse, Johnson, Kramer, Line, Little, Maddock, Mans- 
ield, Martin, Marvin, Mason, Merrill, Mirrielees, Murphy, Papworth, Platt, Richards, 
fanford, Scheffer, Schlueter, Schreiber, Shallenberger, Simmons, DeLoss Smith,
I. 0. Smith, J". B. Speer, Suchy, Mrs. Swearingen, T. G. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, 
hompson, Toelle, Turner, Tumey, Turney-High, Waters, Mrs. Weisberg, Whicker, White, 
ilhelm, Wilson, Yphantis, Yuill.
The following members were accounted for: Badgley, Barkley, Bell, Dahlberg, 
eiss, Feighner, Fessenden, Garlington, Hood, Merriam, Miller, Mollett, Rowe, Severy, 
pomas, Vinal, A. H. Weisberg.
• The minutes of the meeting of November 21 were approved.
• The following announcements were made:
(1) By Dean J’esse. Grades for the fall quarter are due in the Registrar’s 
Office not later than 9:00 A.M., Monday, December 19.
By the Secretary. Instructors were reminded of the regulation on class cards 
concerning the acceptance of students for whom they have no class cards for more
• than two class meetings. Unless this is carefully observed, particularly after
students have presented "Change of Enrollment” cards, students are negligent )
i about completing the changes and much confusion results. / iz
|. Mr. Merrill, Chairman of the Retirement Committee, explained retirement plans 
Fhich was the special subject for consideration at this meeting of the faculty. tw 
fter explanations and discussions, a motion was made by Mansfield that the faculty 
Indorse the plan of the Montana Education Association. The motion was seconded and 
unanimously adopted.
• *
I. There being no further business before the faculty, the meetihg/adjourned.
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/ 2) Ry Summer Session Director Shallenberger. Members of the faculty 
contemplating instruction in the Summer Session should confer promptly 
with their department chairmen.
(3) By Merrill Chairman of Retirement Committee. Members of the 
faculty were requested to return promptly, questionnaires relative to 
Montana Education Association retirement plan.
4 The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, reported that 
all candidates for the Bachelor's degree and the University Certificate of Qu. 
ification to Teach accepted at the meeting of August 11, 1938, have completed 
their requirements with the exception of the following:
I, For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts: «
Name Major
Sophronia Beagle Economics Sociology
Helen Louise Bolton French
Jean Audrey Sandberg Home Economics
Wayne Lindgren Physical Education '
II. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Name Major Minors
Wayne Lindgren • Physical Education History, Zoology
Jean Audrey Sandberg Home Economics Chemistry , English-
5. The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman, recommended 
that the faculty accept the following students as candidates for degrees and 
certificates at the end of the Autumn Quarter, December 15, 1938, with the 
provision that they complete requirements for their respective degrees and 
certificates in accordance with faculty rules. The recommendation was unan­
imously approved by the faculty. Credits in Total
Major Subject Credits
I. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:
ECONOMICS * SOCIOLOGY
Peter J. Murphy 64 188
Dorothy Phelan 50 187
ENGLISH
Grace Eva Marguerite Madden 57 217
FINE ARTS
June Marguerite Eldridge 70 196
HISTORY
Donald Tandy Faris 50 190
LAW ...
Herbert W. Conrad, Jr. 42 194j
Frances Caroline Elge 126 2385
MATHEMATICS
Earl Basil Gardner 66 184
Torrence Hugh MacDonald, Jr. 68 188^
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Wayne Lindgren 66 204
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6. The Committee on Admission and Graduation, Ames, Chairman,. recommended that 
the following candidates for the Bachelor’s degree be graduated with honors, since 
they were certified by the Registrar as having a *’B” average at the beginning 
of the last quarter of residence and were recommended by the Chairmen of their 










Earl Basil Gardner Mathematics B 2.24
Torrence Hugh MacDonald, Jr. Mathematics B 2.00
7. The Committee on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman, reported that all 
candidates for the Master’s degree accepted at the meeting of August 11 have 
completed their requirements with the exception of the following:
I. For the Degree of Master of Arts:
EDUCATION
Cecil E. Heath




8. The Committee on Graduate Study, Bateman, Chairman, reported that the follow­
ing students are candidates for the Master’s degree and recommended that degrees 
be grantad them as follows with the provision that they complete the require­
ments for their degrees in accordance with faculty rules. The recommendation 
was unanimously approved by the faculty.
Total Credits
I. The Degree of Master of Arts:
HISTORY
Ralph Wayne Dilts 33
B.A., Montana State University, 1936
II. For the Degree of Bachelor or Arts in Business Administration;
Dayl Burgess Graves 64 186
William Keith Larsen 57 205
Herbert Lawrence Sidler 65 186
Beverly Dolman Towe 54 186
III. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy:
Arthur Albert Prosser 95 189
IV. For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Oskar 0. Lympus 126^ 215
V. For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Name Major Minors
William C. Andreasen Business Administration History, Economics &
Sociology
Mary Ann Burton Business Administration English, Economics & Soc­
iology
Donald Tandy Faris History Physical Education, English
Wayne Lindgren Physical Education History, Zoology
Thesis: The Political <fc Economic Policy of the 






II. The Degree of Master of Education:
George 0. White





Index: 1.40 (15 cr. of grade ”C" earned prior to 
promulgation of ”B” average rule)
\ A Dean Jesse presented a recommendation from the Deans* Conference that the 
."0 \minimum scholarship index required for eligibility for a State University 
> < Scholarship exempting students from payment of certain fees for a period of
V one academic year (see minutes of March 9, 1934) be raised from 1.75 to 2.00. 
He explained that the present index of 1.75 makes eligible about four times 
more students than the number of scholarships available under the State Board 
Lj of Education rule (adopted December 4, 1933, Item 6801), which included the 
J following provision:
V. N \ M
. /v II* Each unit of the University of Montana be authorized to
award to students already in attendance therein scholarships exempt- 
ing the holders from the payment of customary fees for the following 
year on the basis of demonstrated scholarship, character, and promise; 
the number of such scholarships not to exceed five per cent of the 
students enrolled in the classes above the freshman year, and to be 
available only within the unit awarding the same.”
Under the proposed revision, there would be about twice the number of elig- 
ibles as scholarships to be awarded. From a study of the -awards during the 
past four years, the proposed change would not have debarred any person 
selected. In addition, this revision would result in a considerable economy 
in the administration of the scholarship awards,
10. The President asked for the opinion of the faculty concerning class 
u attendance of students preceding and following the Thanksgiving vacation
(?fanted md?r a 8entleman's agreement. Following statements from the faculty, 
x the conclusion was reached by the President that as long as the attendance 
^continues as satisfactory as at present the Thanksgiving vacation (Friday)’ 
^should be continued; that the vacation was subject to withdrawal; that 
instructors should caution their students to observe the conditions of this 
vacation.
11. The Custom of lighting a Christmas tree on the campus was explained by
Maintenance Engineer Swearingen. After discussion, a motion by Atkinson that 
■p sbare expense with student organizations to the extent of $15.00
from the faculty fund was adopted.
12. There being no further business before the faculty, the meeting-adjourned.
